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ABSTRACT 

Pseudopotential Studies of e-H2 Collisions 

J. Alan Haggard 

Developments in the theory of electron scattering from 

molecules are delineated with the pseudopotential studies presented 

as an outgrowth of these undertakings. The coupled equations are 

educed in the pseudopotential framework, and elastic s-wave solu¬ 

tions are obtained without coupling of partial waves. A numerically 

simpler, though similar, treatment is presented and utilized to 

obtain results not too discrepant from those of the pseudopotentials. 

It is concluded that the approach is propitious but extensions of it 

should include the effects of partial wave coupling. 
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Chapter I Introduction: A brief conspectus of electron-molecule 
scattering 

Regardless of the degree of accuracy df any method used 

in electron-molecule calculations, one must inevitably turn to experi- 

ment for confirmation or denial of the method's validity. The con¬ 

geries of experimental techniques and results warrants the several 
1,2 

review articles and books. Historically, the most direct measure- 

3 4 ments were also often the earliest, beginning with Ramsauer et al 

and at higher energies by Golden et al? Still higher energies were 

attained by Sunshine and co-workers^ using two beams, for molecules 

and electrons separately. Difficulties in direct measurements at low 

energies, mostly due to resolution and detection problems, prompted 

the development of less direct schemes, the most successful of which 

2 7 8 have been swarm experiments. ’ ’ The price to be paid for the con¬ 

siderable knowledge accrued in low-energy momentum transfer swarm 

experiments is the notable difficulty involved in data reduction and 

analysis, and the fact that inelastic scattering results are valid only 

if no more than one inelastic process is allowed. A diffusion equation 

may be derived for the electron drift involved; using this fact Frost and 
g 

Phelps initiated the numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation to 

obtain momentum-transfer cross sections. In addition, the work of 
9 

Weingartshofer, Ehrhardt, Hermann and Linder is outstanding in 

their use of higher-sensitivity techniques to study both elastic scatter¬ 

ing and the compound H2 state at 13.6 ev. Other more recent swarm 
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studies include the endeavors of Crompton et at** who obtained 

both elastic and rotational excitation cross sections. 

A standard point at which to initiate theoretical collision 

studies is the Born approximation, and the first such application to 

electron-H2 scattering was made by Carson.^ Many of the Bom cal¬ 

culations are of significance not so much for the application of the method 

as for the fact that they underscored the importance of such interactions 

as that of the quadrupole moment (often leading to large rotational excita¬ 

tion cross sections near threshold) and the induced dipole moment. The 

omission of such long-range interactions as these is the major drawback 

of Carson's work. The application of the Bom approximation to N2 of 

Gerjuoy and Stein* ^ finds rotational excitation accounting for otherwise 

unexpected energy losses, as well as indicating the need for more ad¬ 

vanced techniques in the calculation of elastic scattering. One import¬ 

ant aspect of this work is the revelation that rotational excitation cross 

sections are large because of the projectiles' interaction with the 

quadrupole moment of the target, particularly near threshold. In addi¬ 

tion, they explained that the Bom approximation is appropriate near 

threshold as the quadrupole interaction, though of long range, only 

weakly perturbs the partial waves. Building further on the enhancement 

of this approximation, the extremely important dipole moment induced 

in the molecule by the impinging electron was first accounted for in the 

17 Bom calculations of Dalgamo and Moffett. Finding that the attractive 

potential of the induced dipole led to augmented cross sections, their 
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g 

agreement with such experimental results as those of Frost and Phelps 

was more satisfactory, at least at rotational threshold energies. 
18-22 

While further Born investigations were forthcoming, it is clear 

that if one is to investigate higher energies with the concomitant dis¬ 

tortion of the continuum function, other methods such as "distorted 

wave" must be sought. 

The distorted wave approximation enhances that of Born via 

the inclusion of exchange and short-range static interactions. This 

method has been heavily investigated for the electron-molecule problem, 
23 24 

and two salient series of works (Mjolsness and Sampson * ; Taka- 

25-27 yanagi and Geltman ) obtain good agreement with swarm experi¬ 

ment measurements via inclusion of distortion due to the spherical 

part of the potential (the coefficient of Y0o in the spherical harmonic 

expansion of the potential about the internuclear midpoint), in which 

they included terms which allow for polarization of the target. The 

results of these and other distorted-wave calculations, while yielding 

not entirely satisfactory results, provided further evidence of the im¬ 

portance of induced polarization effects. The somewhat dubious re¬ 

sults arise, however, more from uncertainities of the model inter¬ 

action potentials used than from the method itself. Later close¬ 

coupling investigations were to reveal that had more accurate inter¬ 

action potentials been used, distorted wave rotational excitation cross 

sections most likely would have been better. Nevertheless the distorted 

wave method is limited in that it is not feasible for elastic scattering, 
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due to its inability to treat the s-waves which penetrate the target and 

are strongly scattered. Like the Born approximation, it is a two-state 

method in which there is no feedback from inelastic processes to the ini¬ 

tial state so the elastic cross section is unaffected by the inelastic ones 

regardless of their importance. (The distorted-wave approximation suf¬ 

fices for the electron-H2 rotational excitation problem by virtue of the 

weakness of the e-H2 interaction compared to that of other molecules 

and the large rotational energy separations which aid somewhat in the 

uncoupling. ) In addition, the weak coupling of both the distorted wave 

and Born methods violate unitarity -- leading to spurious results par¬ 

ticularly if the cross sections are large. The problem of weak coupling 

is remedied by another major phase of study, the close-coupling method. 

Like the distorted-wave and other methods, the basic formula¬ 

tions of close coupling were established in early endeavors, with aug¬ 

mentative later works extending the applications and including effects 

particular to each problem. First formulated in detail for atomic 
28 

physics by Percival and Seaton in 1957, an extension to electron- 

molecule scattering taking advantage of the Hamiltonian's rotational 

invariance was introduced by Arthurs and Dalgarno. ^ Building on 
30 

these studies, Lane and Geltman performed elastic and rotational 

calculations which illustrated the need for ab initio determination of the 

polarization interaction and inclusion of exchange effects; other draw- 

31 backs were resolved with Henry and Lane antisymmetrizing 

the system wave function and using a variationally 
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determined adiabatic polarization potential. These results were a sub- 

32-34 stantial improvement and were later extended to other systems 

and processes. 

While largely successful, the close coupling theory entails 

computational difficulties which are somewhat remedied by the adiabatic- 

nuclei theory. Sometimes referred to as the ’’impulse approximation, " 

it was outlined in 1956 by Chase for nuclear studies and appeared in 

75 the context of atomic collisions in such studies as those of Oksyuk. 

The theory enables the procurement of inelastic cross sections through 

knowledge of the elastic scattering amplitude and usually relies on 

spherical harmonic expansions of the electron-molecule interaction 

system wave function with the nuclei held stationary. This fixed-nuclei 

concept arises from the assumption that the target rotational motion is 

much slower than that of the projectile, and is central to the develop¬ 

ment of the pseudo-bound state and pseudo-potential methods to be 

discussed later. Further applications by Temkin et al^'41 were made 

to rotational excitation, along with an interesting "hybrid theory” of 

42 Chandra and Temkin which merges rotational adiabatic-nuclei 

concepts with vibrational close-coupling. The results are in good 

qualitative accord with the intricate structure of electron-^ cross 

sections. 

One general work which may be seen to underly several 

specific methods and which concerns itself with the adiabatic -nuclei 
74 

approximation is the Chang and Fano frame transformation. The 
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basic tenet presented here is to solve the scattering equations in 

coordinates stationary with respect to the target, then rigorously 

transform to the laboratory frame to continue the solution further. 

The kinetic-energy partial derivatives in the lab frame transform to 

a complex linear combination of partial derivatives in the body frame; 

one major purpose of the endeavor is to point out that certain of these 

new unwelcome terms are small compared to other terms and may be 

ignored in the region close to the molecule; these terms become more 

important in the outer (lab-frame) region where exchange is no longer 

dominant. (This feature is desirable as exchange is traditionally 

difficult to treat, though is less so in the outer region where its effects 

are diminished. ) If the particular problem results in the noisome 

terms being unimportant in the outer regions (i. e. if one finds it un¬ 

necessary to transform to the lab system or continue the solution 

further), the entire problem may be formulated in the body frame, 

which is equivalent to a solution in the adiabatic-nuclei approximation. 

Before turning to two theories which have direct and 

indirect bearings on the present work it is imperative that an example 

not discussed so far be included: the coup de maître of Tully and 

43 Berry who numerically integrated a two dimensional Schrodinger 

equation including the nonlocal exchange interaction. This electron-H^ 

work is of such importance that it has become a standard of compari¬ 

son for other works, including those discussed following. 
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The R-matrix and ’low-1 spoiling” theories, as well as the 

pseudo-bound state and pseudopotential studies to which they are closely 

related, have as a common denominator the division of space into two 

volumes: one surrounding the target in which exchange is important 

and the remainder in which exchange effects are assumed to be greatly 

reduced as well as the coupling of partial waves due to the nonspherical 

molecular potential. The basic idea of R-matrix theory as first set 

forth by Wigner and EisenbucH for nuclear studies and applied by Burke 

45 et al to atomic collision physics is to enclose the total system, con¬ 

sisting of target and projectile (in close proximity) in a box, solving 

for a complete set of eigenfunctions of the full Hamiltonian satisfying 

some fixed but arbitrary homogeneous boundary conditions on the sur¬ 

face of the box. These conditions, along with orthonormality restraints 

imposed in the interior region, enable the definition of an R matrix 

which relates the amplitudes of the wave functions to their derivatives 

on the boundary. The K matrix may then be determined by substituting 

an asymptotic form of the scattering solution into the expression for 

the R matrix. The S matrix may then be obtained via equation (55). 

In nuclear studies, the short range forces enable one to 

acquire the phase shift at this boundary. In contrast, atomic targets 

with their long-range polarization and static-moment forces require 

further solution into the external region - - usually in the form of 

numerical integration of the Schrodinger equation. These complica¬ 

tions give rise to anomalous threshold cross sections and resonances 
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(for neutral atomic targets) so the continuation of the Schrodinger 

solution to include them is imperative. Advantages of the R-matrix 

scheme include the reduction of the number of terms required to rep¬ 

resent the continuum orbitals in the inner region as no long range 

effects are to be accounted for there (the external wavefunction is not 

expanded in a basis set, so convergence is determined by the short- 

range interaction). The reduced size of the basis set represents the 

basic approximation over close coupling. 

45 
Burke et al elaborated and clarified the application of 

R-matrices to atomic collision physics and it was applied to e -He 

47 collisions by Schneider who resolved a difficulty encountered pre¬ 

viously: the evaluation of one- and two-electron integrals had been slow 

and awkward as the scattering electron orbitals in the inner region had 

been defined numerically (as the result of a model study). Schneider 

expanded the internal wavefunction in analytic one-electron functions, 

with a set of coupled two-dimensional partial differential equations 

representing the Schrodinger equation in the outer region. His results 

compared favorably with other calculations, stimulating an assault on 

48 
the electron-H2 problem in which the same author calculated static- 

exchange phase shifts for s, p, and d partial waves and for system 

symmetries of £g, 2U, TTg, and TTU. The results agreed closely 
43 

with Tully and Berry, and extensions to the considerations of polari¬ 

zation, correlation, and inelastic processes were indicated. 
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Schneider continued undaunted into a consideration of e-F2 
49,50 

collision processes with s, p, d, and f partial waves in 1976 

followed by an application by Robb et al^ of the R-matrix formalism 

to third-order optical harmonic coefficients in hydrogen and helium in 

1977. While the advances in the R-matrix were being forged, the 

'low-1 spoiling" (LLS) technique emerged in the 1976 work of McCurdy 
52 53 

et al ’ based on the approximate conservation of orbital angular 

momentum in collisions between slow electrons and molecules lacking 

a permanent dipole moment. A radius rj, is selected beyond which 

M 2 the exchange effects are ignored and interior to which an 1L varia¬ 

tional structure calculation is performed for the entire system. The 

appropriate scattering radial function is then projected out of the part of 

a variational molecular ion function corresponding to the scattered 

electron: 
= S d-a to) Y(r) (l) 

and at the r = rb boundary is compared to a free-particle function 

to extract the phase shift and cross section with the advantage that the 

scattering solution is not continued to the asymptotic limit. Since the 

functions aid phase shifts are examined separately, this relies on the 

"coupling of partial waves" beyond r = rj, being negligible (i. e. approxi¬ 

mate angular momentum conservation). This situation may arise, as 
54 

elucidated by Fano, by the superposing of the centrifugal 

potential on the molecular potential resulting in a local repulsive 

maximum frequently in the range from 2-4*,. The result is that the 
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penetration of scattering solutions to the inner region and the effect of 

internal short-range forces on the outer ( r>rb) region are dimished. 

Moreover, for linear molecules the intemuclear axis angular momen¬ 

tum projection is a good quantum number and uncouples molecular 

symmetries £, TT, etc., and for homonuclear diatomics the sym¬ 

metry center uncouples even 1 from odd 1 values. An important caveat 

of the LLS is that the variational functions must be spatially extensive 

enough to complete the scattering problem. 

A method which bears semblance to LLS was investigated 
55 56 

by Morrison and Lane. ’ Their “pseudo-bound state” (PBS) studies 

entailed multiconfiguratbnal variational wave functions for low-lying 

positive energies of the H2-system which were then projected as in 

(1) to resemble a continuum Hartree-Fock wavefunction. Rather than 

extracting the phase shift at a boundary r = r^ they numerically inte¬ 

grated the Schrôdinger equation, incorporating long-range polarization 

effects to a radius at which convergence of the phase shift was observed. 

The numerical integration was initiated using a value of the variational 

wavefunction projection at a nonzero radius rj, ; this is a manifesta¬ 

tion of allowing the variational function to incorporate exchange effects 

for rKrjj while assuming no partial wave coupling for r> r^ . in 

addition to comparisons between LLS and PBS for the considerations of 

exchange and uncoupling, it may be useful to show what is being solved 

in each case: 
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The complete coupled scattering equations in the body- 

fixed frame are of the form (see Appendix I): (2) 

The PBS method holds that for r> rK this becomes b 

(3) 

while LLS neglects polarization for r>rb: 

(free particle) (4) 

While PBS shows promise, difficulties were encountered in 

the form of linear dependence of the basis functions used in the varia¬ 

tional calculations; these problems were particularly severe in the case 

of the JL = 1 projection of equation (1). In addition, both the LLS and 

PBS suffer from inability to generate the required number of linearly 

independent solutions at the boundary rj,; the uncoupling of partial waves 

in the outer region that these methods utilize will be much less valid 

for higher energies and scattering from polar molecules. 

These considerations motivated an investigation of the 

generalized pseudopotential studies which are the obj ect of this report;^ 

it will be seen that while the same H2 variational calculations may be 

used, the problems encountered in the quality of these wavefunctions 

is de-emphasized due to their appearance in integrands only, not as 

initiators of solutions of the Schrodinger equation. Also extension to 

inelastic processes is less cumbersome, due to the lesser extent of 

reliance on the quality of target wavefunctions. 
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Chapter II Pseudopotentials: Perspective and Milieu 

Although a number of workers have applied the Phillips - 

59 Kleinman pseudopotential approach to atomic collision problems, 

two central works figure prominently in its development for electron- 

60 atom scattering: the definitive work of Tully in 1969 with its exten- 

61 sion and augmentation by Zarlingo, Ishihara, and Pbe01 in 1972. 

Tully’s endeavors represent a landmark in that they are an extension 

beyond the one-electron approximation to the acquisition of correlated 

low-energy continuum and excited bound states and are based upon the 

argument that a bound state of the total system should resemble, in the 

interior region, the same total system at a low-energy scattering state. 

The theory in its original form is applicable to electron-neutral atom 

scattering only when a real negative ion state exists for the system. 

This limitation was removed through the efforts of Zarlingo et al.^ 

As the development of this thesis is strongly related to the 

work of Tully, a synopsis of his undertaking, and that of Phillips and 
59 

Kleinman upon which it is based, is in order. According to the 

Phillips-Kleinman system, one defines a pseudowavefunction "üf 

in terms of the true wavefunction 'Ÿ and the known discrete, 

square integrable functions "î'j with undetermined coefficients /3j as 

' <5> J J J 
with all functions being eigenfunctions of the full Hamiltonian. Substi¬ 

tution into the full Schrodinger equation and use of H = E;Y- 
J J J 
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yields an expression for *5f: 

HÎ + ?>8,(E.-EJ)Î,= ET (6) 
J J J J 

from which we define the pseudopotential 

\4 Ï ~ ^ (t-Lj) î’j so that (7) 

(TW+V'JY = EY <8> 
Feasibility of the pseudopotential approach usually rests on the approxi¬ 

mation of V+VR by a model potential renderii(^easier to solve than 

the usual Schrodinger equation. Tully applies this to electron-Be*" 
2 

scattering, defining the IL function for singlet and triplet scattering 

as 

= OCl.E) t <PC2,1)]XSM and (9) 

YÜ,21 = |l?(l,2)iT(2,l)]%SM (10) 

rJ 

Substitution into equation (8) and expanding 4>(I,2) as 

<PC1,2) = Z (ID 

with ^ a target He+ state, the continuum function, and Jh 

an antisymmetrizingoperator (note the retention of projectile-target 

exchange which the present studies drop) yields an expression for the 
rsj 

scattering function (c) . The frequently used one-state approxi¬ 

mation consists of setting all 7^ = 0 if i f 0. 

Prior to the appearance of Tully’s work the pseudopotential 

method had been applied with the one-electron approximation wherein 

the total system wavefunction is a linear, combination of continuum- 

electron orbitals and the core orbitals "Üj are those of the same spin 

and symmetry as “'•£ . Various procedures for choosing /3 have 
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been investigated by different authors though it remains an essentially 

arbitrary quantity. For example one may impose orthogonality of the 

continuum orbitals to the occupied core orbitals, in accordance with 

the Pauli exclusion principle: 
(12) 

< 11^-> = 0 = <f - p. ^ |Tj-> = I Ip - /3j, =!> = <t I Yj> 
Alternatively, the quantity /3 is often chosen to remove the oscilla¬ 

tion of the wavefunction *'$r in the region spanned by the bound orbitals, 

reducing the need for a model potential extremely accurate in the inner 

region since the pseudoelectron will be restrained from entering this 

region where the model potential is most likely to be poorest. At least 
62,63 

two studies have revealed the pseudofunctions to be quite small in 

the inner region compared to the magnitude of the true wavefunction; 

this effect will be observed in the calculations reported here for some 

choices of /3 . Such values will result in a decrease in kinetic 
fsj 

energy of "Ÿ which, by energy conservation, must be accompanied by 

an increase in die potential energy, making VR repulsive. 

If the method is to be practicable some means of removing 

the arbitrariness of /3 must be found so that the value which mini¬ 

mizes the pseudofunction in the interior region may be sought with a 

minimum of guesswork. Tully succeeded in doing this and his calcu¬ 

lations on the scattering systems of e-H and e-He+ obtained agreement 

with more involved calculations to three figures in the zero-energy 

1 3 scattering lengths, and on Rydberg states ( S and S) of He with the 

quantum defects exhibiting similar agreement with experimental values. 
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It is concluded that the method can yield, for many examples, accurate 

results with a minimum of effort, with the information about excited 

states contained in lower bound functions being extracted by the pseudo- 

potential formalism. The author emphasizes several limitations: if 

the bound state used in constructing the pseudopotential has an energy 

very much lower than the excited state being calculated, the pseudo- 

potential method in Tully's form cannot account for correlation satis¬ 

factorily; an additional drawback is that of requiring the complete 

system to possess at least one bound state of the same spin and sym¬ 

metry as each calculated excited state. This difficulty was remedied 

by Zarlingo et alUi who proposed that the bound functions which form 

an entity in the pseudofunction be replaced by (N + l)-particle functions 

(target plus projectile) obtained by diagonalization of the total Hamil¬ 

tonian of a set of suitable bound-state basis functions. Some of the 

eigenenergies of this orthonormal set will be in the continuum; the 

true scattering wave function should thus be well represented in the 

inner region. Zarlingo et al obtained excellent results for s- and p- 

wave scattering of electrons from atomic hydrogen; moreover in our 

own case such Hamiltonian diagonalizations of the e-H2 system were 

already extant from prior pseudo-bound state calculations. These facts 

and the numerical difficulties associated with PBS motivated the applica¬ 

tion of pseudopotentials to electron-^ scattering, the derivations for 

which are now presented. 
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Chapter III Tabula Rasa: The pseudopotential coupled equations, 
matrix elements, and method of solution 

We seek now to derive coupled equations in the pseudo- 

potential method appropriate to electron scattering from targets con¬ 

taining two electrons. One begins with the complete system Schrodinger 

equation 
Hî = ET (13) 

rsj 
introducing the pseudofunction ’Ÿ by 

Ÿ(l,2,3)= '¥(l,Z,3)-/3§.0(li2,3) (14) 

with (1,2) denoting target electrons, ”3" the projectile, and S0 (1,2,3) 

a variationally obtained H2 wavefunction. We would normally introduce 

a close-coupling expansion of "îr as 

ïtt,î,3) = (L«C? - /3Ï0Ü,2.3) (15) 

with Jl the antisymmetrization operator exchanging target and pro¬ 

jectile electrons and target H2 functions. We anticipate, however, 

that the variational structure function will account for exchange in 

the region where it is important, so we set - 1. . A connective 

throwback to PBS and LLS is noted in the limit of very large /3 , with 

in the inner region. The opposite limit of /3-»0 corresponds 

to the close-coupling formulation if exchange is included. 

Expressing the Hamiltonian as a sum of parts corresponding 

to the target Hamiltonian, projectile kinetic energy operator, and inter¬ 

action potential ( H = T3 +• Vint ), multiplying by 2) j and using 
g 

the fact that E = €• + •£ k ^ (target + projectile energies) leads to the 
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Schrodinger equation (16) 

(T3-% Vi ) Fi (3) - -Ç Vs.(3) F*, (3) ♦ 
+ <$ ü .2) I Vi.t <W> JI» a, 2,3)^^] 

olrv 

with the definition \4, (f,l ■ <1,(1,2) 1 ViM<l.2.3)|T,-. a,2)> 
dr, dr, 

Our next task is to reduce (16) to a differential equation in 

one variable to enhance ease of solving. Use of the following relation¬ 

ships and definitions allows us to effect this: 

T3--iV,S' (17> 

U„, d,2,Jl> 2 Vfc, (1,2.3) (18) 

?,#.)*■% (def. of ^)(19) 

<i.2)|I.a.2.»^ » £ v/“ Cr.)X„£?,) (def. of v"(r,) )(20) 

<T(a,e)|U„,|î.cW)^J>.j ^,vJ,(r,)U> <def. of V®(iÿ)(21) 

Vs = -*?)? )*i^êis (sine -is) + >-15(.1e 

- (r1*^) ~ fV1 ill 

(22) 

Km 
I'iV 

(23) 

(24) 
d* 

The result of the reduction is 

( 4? - ^ <■ k-1 ) Ïr.) - £ W4 (r.) U„IV (ft) 
iflR 

or 

(25) 

(26) 

( £■ - W*) («;^(r)-/S v£(r>) *£,W(, 0 v£<r> 

+/3 ^vCr) 

(a) 
|W i'jtV 

The quantity - /3 v.^(n is solved for, and the phase 
Um 

shift may be obtained directly from this quantity since 

vu) (00)->o and v/2'(<*>)-»0 (i. e. the pseudofunction differs 
Urn 
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from the true scattering solution only by quantities involving bound 

orbitals, which are zero in the asymptotic limit). 

Evaluation of Matrix Elements 

Three matrix elements appearing in the coupled equations 

must be explicated for the specific case of ground-state e-H9 scattering: 
^ (27) 

Utft Im tm 

V^’cr,) = r,<VtaCf,)| > 
ol^.dliv dr, 

(28) 

“ r3<L(f>'l <^(1.2>|U,„tU.M>l W >. (29) 0^01^2, ° a 

The quantity Wilm is evaluated from the PBS work of 
ïl'm' 

56 
(30) 

Morrison who expressed the inner integral as 

<ti(1.2)|v;i,tll,213)l%<l,2^*5 V(rs) Pa(tosGa) 

With this, the = ”^V = known^^ H2 ground state is an ex¬ 

pression involving Clebsch-Gordon coefficients which reduces to 

simply W«oo = 2v0(r3) (i' ,1' X > being zero, are suppressed). 

Before evaluating and , the nature of the varia¬ 

tional H2 wavefunction j£0 (1,2,3) must be clarified (see Appendix II!). 

This function is a sum of Slater-type orbitals (STO’s) multiplied by 

variationally determined coefficients, expressible as 

Io (1,2,3) = I Ci^a.8,3) (31) 

with ^(1,2,3)= [z?o>* 2:? (3)] <32> 

J%3 here is the antisymmetrizer for projectile-target interchange, 

or the ’’scattering” STOs placed on nucleus a or b and (1,3) 

the linear combination of STOs: 
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0O (1,3) =^[| < (1) <P,i Ce^l * | <PJ (D ** (2) Q (33) 

which forms the H2 ground state wavefunction after multiplication by a 

variationally determined constant "c". We additionally define the pro¬ 

jection of the scattering electron part of the total wavefunction as 

G (3) = I CjCZ't3) (34) 

the + determined by symmetry of the H2 system. 

(1) Matrix Element y, (r) ox.m : Use of equations (31) through (34) in 

equation (28) leads to the expression 

V0£ (0 * Tâ <Y^ I G (r) - ca[C(?>(<(«)G> ^S(b|G))+9^(f>«b|G>4S<a|G»])A (35) 

with the notation <a\G> = Qnd 
(2) 

Matrix Element vGjtm(r) : The interaction potential 

u„, - av,,= 2(-VW^,) (36) 

when used in equation (29) in conjunction with equation (31) through (34), 

results in a matrix element for the ground state of H2 of 

(37) 

-2 9* (£)£“ OtâfTk)<a 1 G)+(a+ <a|G><b|-»T,U>><if. 

~ (Ga4TTb)S<b|G>+S<bfc|1 GXaHi, 

(G)J - (t+t)S<alG>+ S<û|4-iG^KalGXbl^la)^ 

” |-^31G)>+<1>1GXQlîf, (a)] \ 
*• 

This quantity was obtained by utilizing the expression 

~ L a*" *•>" 08) 
with (r>;, r< ) being the (greater, lesser) of and r3. This was used 

in evaluation of the quantities <$H^31 with the product of 

^tr r< 

functions fi f2 expanded as ft fa ~ n £ 7/Ü* dO Y^CO. 
(39) 
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Obtaining the solution: Integral Equations 

Having obtained the necessary quantities of equation (26) we 

now turn to the question of its solution, here obtained by conversion to 

an integral equation using Green's functions in a technique first elabo- 

64 rated by Sams and Kouri in application to atom-molecule collisions, 

whose development was closely followed here. This method was selected 

over the more traditional Numerov algorithm^ (used in the PBS studies 
s/L 

preceding this work) as it is computationally faster00 and more stable, 

both advantages being manifested in a larger inte. gration mesh size. In 

addition, the single channel formalism used here can be most readily 

adapted to coupled-channel problems. 

We endeavor to solve the inhomogeneous equation 

UO^U^tr) = $(r) (40) 

subject to boundary conditions 
(41) 

0*0) = 0 omd Vi (r-*oo)^> s»'n K* cas (\<V- 

with scattering information extracted via 
4TT 

7lx - Qrctqn (Ka) and <Tt~ k3, sir^Wj (42) 

Equation (40) may be converted to an integral equation by defining 

homogeneous ( 'U.i ) and particular ( UÂ ) solutions with Green’s 

function GA and Dx 
9 ^ + k ~ r* as 

SjL 1^(0 * o and JJjtf/cr)* UtOw/Or) * Sir) .(43) 

The entire solution may be written as (44x 

7^(r) - U.£ (r) + SGA UÂ(r') * $ Cr')J dr' 

67 
Using a standard procedure to determine the Green's function results 
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in Gx(r,r) - g*(r<')with ('r<,v'>) being the (lesser, 

greater) of ( r, r' ) and 

cjjCr) - j (ky) * krjA(kr) Sin (kr-^) (45) 

= ~ T ^(icr) = -ïW.x(Htr) 'T cos (kr-^i) 

which satisfies f)£ G* Cr,r) - % (r- r' ). 

Rewriting (44) and choosing - gA to satisfy (41), 

Ut (r) * 3*0) +9/(r) $ gjfro [U CrO Ux^') 4 îw] i*' (47) 

+ U(’f,)U>(y') + £ (rx)] dr' 

68 
which is a Fredholm equation of the second kind. 

We now bifarcate = !(*(>-) u^cn and set at* (o * CXt(.r) defining 

UA(V) - $(^ tro[Utr'; 7(A <V') 4- dir') (48) 

r 
4-^CT)‘j^(r^D(r)uA('")+5('5^ 

C^jt(ir)- gf tv) 5 ^ £r') U (rl CT^Or') dr' (49) 
r 

-gî CriS^CrO U(rO C%x(r') dr' 

+ g[cr') Qj (v") ( Tl°(r') + CX^r')) ¥ $ Cr') J dr'^ 

We choose the quantity in bracketsAto be equal to (the constant) C so 

that we may divide by it in order to obtain expression for u° and ICj^ 

Once C is evaluated from the bracketed expression and u® and Xx 

known, ux is known and the problem solved. 

The functions v.® and X£ are evaluated by quadrature, 

whereby N 
X VA/: Ç(*i) 
i ’ 1 1 (50) 

The coefficients Wi, abscissas Xj, and value N are determined by the 

type of quadrature; trapezoidal was chosen here as cancellation of the 
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N th terms in the quadrature sum allows the solution to be obtained in 

a stepwise manner as manifested by sums ranging only to "i - 1M rather 

than i: (r;) = ^ (rp[l-£, <£ orK)[Uc^ Ufa) f JdrK)l wk] (51) 

+ ÿ Or;) S cj* (r„) [U (r„) Ufa) + $ (r*)] WK 

Zj. ) s 3^ <-*i) [l“& 9* Cr„) U(rO Xx (rK) wK] (52) 

+• ÿ crK) U
(r*) ZjtCr*) M/K 

Thus the values of V and Xx at rj are known in terms of their values 

at points interior to rj -, the quantity "C” is also evaluated at each rj . 

As r becomes large expressions for the K matrix (see 41) and phase 

shift become available. Letting r approach co in (47) yields 

Ux(r-<*>)^ Sin (kr-*£■)-« cos(fcr-%)S (r)[^fr') Uxlr) + S(r)] Jv' (53) 

Comparison to (41) gives 
CO 

: -K S CJX <r') [l/CrOft^rO t 5(r'.T] dr' (54) 

which is convergent provided the asymptotic limits of U(r) and f( r ) are 

zero as is the case for electron-molecule scattering. The K "matrix” 

for the case of no coupling is diagonal and related to the S matrix by 

5 = 1+ (Kn 
a.:*, 

1 - i K. 
(55) 
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Chapter IV. Results: A Precis of Pseudopotential Calculations 

An H2 variationally obtained wavefunction with basis set 

of 11 STOs (whose 1 and m quantum numbers centered on each of two 

nuclei were all zero; see Appendix II) was used in the calculation of 

all quantities. The matrix element v^rXsee equation 35) is depicted 

in Figure 1. If one is solving for s -wave scattering with an H2~ function 

of the type described, V^)(r) (equation 37) reduces to 

v£ <r) * <U..(r) I G(r )> Yo0 Cr) (56) 

00 

with Uj£ , u*o , Uio t v.** the spherical harmonic expansion co¬ 

efficients of (?<>), s
w (r*v )"], < (ta1) (rj respectively, 

evaluated using a 16-point Gauss -Legendre integration scheme, and 
r (\4,-n (r 

S/51") = ï fv'lq (rV)]4*1 * RePresentat*ve terms in the sum in the second 

term are illustrated in Figure 2; integrals arising in these terms were 

calculated with a cubic spline procedure. The first term, 

cTTG(?>)p Yoo (?)7 is shown in Figure 3, the entire voc^) in 

Figure 4, and the entire inhomogeneous term, Wooo vooo(r) - Vooo^r) ? 

appears in Figure 5. 

Equation (26) was solved for s-wave scattering using the 

integral equations technique without coupling; that is, only terms in¬ 

volving the s-wave scattering function and ground-state H2 targets 

were retained on the right-hand side. The uncoupling of partial waves 
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is not rigorously valid for the nonspherical molecular potential. It may 

however be anticipated that the coupling is primarily a short range 

effect and that its total influence will not be significant, especially for 

the H2 molecule as it is not greatly elongated. In addition, the local 

barrier generated by the centrifugal potential with the somewhat dimin¬ 

ished penetration of scattering solutions may serve to render decoupling 

54 less inappropriate. An alternate expression is to say that the S 

matrix is approximately diagonal in Jt. 

The parameter ft multiplies the inhomogeneous term, and 

the behavior of the phase shift 7?0<> with various /3 is presented in 

Figures 6, 7 and 8 for several wavenumber k; results of Tully and 
43 

Berry are presented for comparison. Care must be taken to avoid a 

rigorous comparison between their results and those of the present as 

our uncoupled s-wave treatment lends a more spherical character to 

the molecule (as effected in the spherically averaged potential matrix 

element) than does their coupled-equation approach which entails non¬ 

spherical potential elements. A static-exchange calculation with 

inclusion of only the s-wave would be a more suitable comparison but 

is unavailable at present; these comparisons are intended to be gener¬ 

ally illustrative, not rigorously appropriate. The /3 values necessary 

to produce ’’small” pseudowavefunctions in the innermost regions are 

shown in Figure 9; as the precise criteria for "smallness" are difficult 

to pinpoint, ranges of ft for four k values are indicated. It is ob¬ 

served that unless /3 is allowed to change with energy, the pseudo- 
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function cannot be kept small. * 

The discussion in the preceding chapter of the importance 

of obtaining a small pseudowavefunction in the interior region prompts 

the studies of the effects of /6 as shown in Figure 10 with similar 

graphs for other energies not shown. These reveal a lack of cor¬ 

respondence of small pseudofunction to the phase shifts of Tully and 

Berry.40 This judgment, however, is based on visual inspection; a 

more quantitative measure of the extent of the wavefunction is pro¬ 

vided by overlap with the target atomic Is STTO : | <^)dr 

and <Cu (r3) cr,')} . These quantities, shown in m dr. 
Figure 10, confirm that the smallest pseudofunction does not correlate 

with the Tully and Berry phase shift. Though the resulting phase shift 

is not very discrepant from that of Tully and Berry, the strong depend¬ 

ence of the cross section on the phase shift at the low energies will 

magnify the difference. A more definitive examination is that provided 

by orthogonalizing "U^dr,) and Utm (r3'> to the target orbital men¬ 

tioned above (i. e. removal of any contributions the orbital may have 

made to the solution) ; here in Figure 11 we see that the difficulty 

arises from wavefunctions ( Tf Crj) ) whose nodes are placed differ¬ 

ently from an orthogonalized PBS function which derives directly from 

the variational H2" structure calculations. 

* Energy dependence of /3 may be illustrated by the oversimplified 
example of the free particle; for small r this means that 
approaches kY - 0-/3v(,‘ or r = - C/3/k) v<0. As v}OQ does 
not depend on k , /3 must. 
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Figure 1. The pseudopotential matrix element 

v#
(J’(r) ^Yo0(v-)|G(f)- ca[<c?)(<ûlG> + S <b|G>) + *(t')(<blo>♦ S<QtG>) 

with S'- 

This function represents the spherical projection (see 
equation 27) of the overlap of the H2 ground state with 
the 11-configuration variational H^wave function (see 
Appendix II) and will be multiplied by the spherically 
averaged potential WQOO in the inhomogeneous term 

/3 [w0„ M v“(r> - />)] 
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-3 

Figure 2. Representative.terms in the sum incorporated 
into the matrix element ^^(r) (defined in equation 21): 

ve::v> = ^ <u„ (?) ) G (ÿ)> Yo„ (?) 
-w-Yo0 (?>¥ Ci^)aK-iY)<aiG> 

+ l5n ^ h’5(r)(lts)+ <a 1 G>( + 2i^)]S, (r >) k" ol r '] j 

with R = distance between nuclei= 1.4 aQ, S the overlap 

S s «(f)X(r)>^ 
and other terms defined in conjunction with equation 56. 
Depicted are the individual terms for X- 0,1,2 in the 
bracketed expression ?\ . 
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r(Qe)—> 

Figure 3. The first term in the radial matrix element 
v^oi(r) is here illustrated, and corresponds to the 
bracketed is part of the expression 

0>= 5^<Uo.Cr)jGC?)>d{tYMC?)] 

-e^ Y„.î 2 ci»s)a*(-i/)<oiG>sJl(-l>v) 

+ ÏÏ*1 S jj^CrKl+s) *• e^Cr'Odr'l 
Y'*O 

See Figure 2, equation 56, and equation 35 
for definitions of symbols. 
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Figure 4. Graph of the two terms which are subtracted 
to yield the inhomogeneous term which will be multiplied 
by ft (see equation 26 ) . The total inhomogeneous term 
for this equation, for s-wave scattering without coup¬ 
ling, is 

/3[V400 v*ooW) - v^Q <v)] 

(see equations 27,2&*29 for definitions). 
functions [w0oo

(r) vooo^r)l and vooo<r> • 
Shown are the 
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r (a0)-* 
12 3 

Figure 5. The total pseudopotential inhomogeneous term 
for equation 26 (before multiplication by/3) as given by 

W_(r)v(1) (r) - vjfj (r) ooo ooo ooo 

See equations 20,21,27,28,and 29 for definitions. 
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Figure 6. S-wave pseudopotential phase shift for an 
energy of wavenumber k=0.1 (0.136 eV or Ï097 cm-1) as a 
function of the parameter /3 which multiplies the function 
shown in figure 5, obtained as a resul£ of solving equa¬ 
tion 26 fori =m=0 with only the H2 i ground state in¬ 
volved in any potential matrix elements. The apparent 
discontinuity at approximatelyV. = Tf results from the 
phase shift being invariant modulo pi. The phase shift 
of Tully and Berry (2.939) is shown (broken line) as 
one example of other results. 
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Figure 7. S-wave pseudopotential phase shifts vs. 
parameter /3 for an energy of wavenumber k=0.05 (0.034 
eV or 274.2 cm”1) shown as dots and for wavenumber k=0.2 
(0.544 eV or 4387 cm-1) shown as "x". Phases of Tully 
and Berry^3 are shown as one possible comparison and 
denoted "TB". Phases were obtained by solving equation 
26 with i =m=0 and using only the ground state H2 ^-Ig 
wavefunction obtained, variationally for the matrix ele¬ 
ments v,,!1) (r) and v„io (r) (see Appendix II) or analytic 
cally56 for the element WOOQ(r). 
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/&-* 
Figure 8. S-wave phase shifts vs. parameter /3 as in 
figures 6 and 7 but for an energy of wavenumber k=0.4 
(2.175 eV or 17546 cm“l). The Tully and Berry43 phase 
for this energy is indicated by "T&B". 
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Energy 

eV- 0.136 0.54- 1.22 2.18 

Figure 9. Ranges of /3 vs. energy which result in s-wave 
pseudofunctions Uoo^ (solved for in equation 26) being 
of small magnitude in the inner region (r£ 2a0). 
"Small" is very roughly defined as having a maximum in 
this region which is less than or approximately equal 
to one-tenth the maximum of the total scattering func¬ 
tion u - # 
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Figure 10. Pseudowave functions u^for several values of 
/3 , all for s-wave scattering and.for an energy of wave- 
number k=0.1 (0.136 eV or 1097 cm”x) . The solutions 
which arise from equation 26 are the total solutions «..to 
which are x ~ , . n o' . 

U„Ar) * u„ cr> - /3 Vo#o0r) 

from which these graphs of ~ , . ,, , . - cn , 
* K..CO- 24.. to + /3v,.„ CO 

are created. Also shown are /3 for /3 =-9.20 (u was 
compared to /3 v„l„0 to determine "smallness" ; ^seeffigure 9) 
and the overlap integrals of the three u functions with 
the spherical projection of the target orbital V, <-> • 
(see figure 12). 
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Figure 11. Wavefunctions U„ which^are obtained from 
the pseudowavefunction solutions (Ua. ) of equation 26 
Via ~ 0) 

V.„ (r) - u90 Or) ~ /3 v„0 (r) . 

These functions have been Gram-Schmidt orthogonalized 
to the target orbital a similarly orthogonalized 
function is shown which comes directly from the s- 
projection of the 11-configuration variational H” 
wavefunction which.was used for evaluation of the 
matrix elements VQ0Q and v<àë&. 
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These results prompt a consideration of the possible effects 

of coupling from the ’d-wave' part of the full continuum wavefunction. 

We have solved for the uncoupled s-wave solution from the origin (mid¬ 

point of the nuclei); this contrasts with PBS where outward integration 

was initiated at a point which was believed to be a boundary interior to 

which the variational structure code had accounted for this coupling. 

Our solution is for the "full” wavefunction XL, not the pseudo function 

u , and it was anticipated that the smallness criterion for u men¬ 

tioned above would justify the omission of the u exchange terms in 

equation (15). However, the coupling terms between the s- and d-waves 

(for OL ) are dropped and this coupling may not actually be small. If 

this is the case, it will introduce erroneous U solutions at small 

radial values — the effect of this error on the phase shift is carried 

out through incorrect placement of the node (Figure 11) compared to a 

function which derived from the variational procedure incorporating 

coupling. Including the d character would add another term in the 

Legendre expansion of the potential -- deepening it and thus drawing 

the node to smaller radial values, toward that of the full variational 

function (Figure 11). A change A r in the placement of the node would 

correspond roughly to a change in the phase shift of kA r, or in the 

present case, a change of the order of 0.06 (see Figure 11). A 

similar change may be noted in the work of Lane and Geltman whose 

inclusion of the d-wave in a manner analogous to that suggested here 

(though for rotational excitation) results in a phase shift change of 



approximately 0.18 at 0.03 Rybergs. 

These considerations stimulated an additional investigation 

whose similar formalism and wavefunctions provided an encouraging 

check, as well as a simplification of the inhomogeneous term and its 

associated calculations. 
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Chapter V Further studies: a simpler inhomogeneous term 

A modification of the pseudopotential theory is represented 
69 

by the work of Burke and Chandra on e-N2 collisions, and as the re¬ 

mainder of the calculations draw heavily on their unfoldment, a brief 

summary of it is apposite to further development. 

Exchange potentials impose the condition on. the total wave- 

function that no more than two electrons may occupy each subshell for a 

closed shell target; this is to say that the wavefunction of the projectile 

must be orthogonal to the bound molecular orbitals. Normally, if one 

wishes to obtain the true wave function in the inner region one ortho- 

gonalizes the pseudofunction^ to the core function; Burke and Chandra 

introduced a new method of treating the exchange interaction by in¬ 

corporating orthogonality constraints into the the scattering equations 

prior to solution. Rather than solve the usual pseudopotential equation 

(T* v»vR)f - E: T (57) 
Burke and Chandra solved directly for the total wavefunction: 

(T* Vp)Y = E.Y <• t 0^. <58) 

with Vp being empirically determined in that the polarization part con¬ 

tains a parameter which is adjusted to give the desired position of the 

2 Jj resonance of e-N2 scattering. The 9^- are orbitals correspond- 

ing to closed shells of the total function with their coefficients X being 
J 

Lagrange multipliers which will be varied in order to ensure that 'T 

has the correct number of nodes resulting from the Pauli exclusion 
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principle, equivalent to orthogonality of with the . The re¬ 

sulting solution is approximately equivalent to the solution of the static 

exchange equations for systems where the scattered electron is ex- 
71 

eluded from the bound orbitals by the Pauli exclusion principle. 

The advantage of (58) is that the phase shifts obtained for very low and 

very high energies will be in closer accord with an extended version of 

70 Levinson's Theorem than those arising from the usual pseudopoten¬ 

tial treatment, thus it is hoped that it will be more accurate for a wider 

range of energies. 

The derivation of radial equations in this context is an ex¬ 

tension of the usual coupled equations without exchange, to which we 

affix the term X : 

jj72 4- kj - Ufj] Fj (O s £ (ft (r3) 

with X a Lagrange multiplier to be varied and (irO a target 

atomic Is STO centered on nucleus "a. " Performing expansions in 

spherical harmonics of the scattering function Fj (r% ) and orbital 

expressing V in spherical coordinates, and making 

the uncoupled approximation (IL* 0 for j*i ) we obtain 

[£* - ^ 1 T-C « (60> 

with SXm and uxl the expansion coefficients of Fj(r^) 

3}* (r) respectively. 

(59) 

and 
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A Compendium of further results: 

Scattering of s-waves was solved for using the inhomo- 

geneous term ZlQ0 shown in Figure 12 (before multiplication by X ). 

The variation of the phase shift with X at two wavenumbers is shown 

in Figure 13 with a finer mesh for X revealed in Figures 14 and 15. 

The most striking contrast between these results and those for the 

pseudopotential studies is the greatly enhanced sensitivity of phase 

shift to the value of X . The values of X which produce phase shifts 

in most favorable agreement with those of Tully and Berry lie between 

0 and 0.1 for both of the energies shown. One test of the quality of the 

wavefunctions obtained is the examination of their overlap with the in¬ 

homogeneous term: <So0^) j as this will give a clue 

as to the extent of the exclusion of the wavefunction from the inner 

region (recall that such enforced orthogonality will result in exclusion 

of the scattered electron from the target orbitals in accord with the 

Pauli exclusion principle) and is analogous to the same restrictions on 

the pseudofunction of the pseudopotential studies. Although the integral 

is not minimized directly at the Tully and Berry results, the minimum 

overlaps do correspond to phase shifts which are in close agreement 

(Figures 13-15). Yet another examination is provided by the ortho- 

gonalization of the resulting wavefunctions to the core atomic orbital, 

thus removing any vestiges of this entity which may have crept into the 

solution. This allows comparison with corresponding wavefunctions of 
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the PBS and close-coupling formalisms. Such orthogonalized wave- 

functions for selected values of X for wavenumber 0.05 are de¬ 

picted in Figure 16; it is observed that, as in the pseudopotential re¬ 

sults, nodal placement is a source of difficulty. It is anticipated that 

this may be due to a failure to allow for d-wave coupling as in the 

pseudopotential studies (see the corresponding results section). The 

inability to locate the node nearer to that of the variational function 

leads us to suspect, as in the pseudopotential studies, that the d-wave 

coupling (or lack of allowance for it) is exerting a nonnegligible effect. 

The phase shifts will be in error by approximately k(rn(XjgRn0(^ where 

Rnode is t^ie n°dal position for whatever wavefunction one chooses as 

a standard. Though this error is small at low energies, the cross 

section is more dependent on the phase shift at these energies and it is 

the experimentally verifiable cross section which is the quantity of ul¬ 

timate importance. 

Note should be made, however, of the encouraging simil¬ 

arity between the functions generated by these studies (Figure 16) and 

those of the pseudopotential endeavors. The nodes for the most nearly 

orthogonal functions in Figure 16 are approximately at 3aQ , while 

corresponding pseudopotential nodes appear (Figure 11) in the region 

r ** 2.8ao. The similarity of the two calculations (such as their 

omission of coupling) and the wavefunctions they produce may lead one 

to suspect more strongly that the omission of coupling is affecting both 

though calculations would have to be performed before any conclusions 



could be drawn concerning this. 
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1 a 3 H- 5 

r(Qo)-> 

Figure 12. The inhomogeneous term (before multiplication 
by the parameter 1 ) used in the^ further studies based 
upon those of Burke and Chandra0 . The term is defined 
as the spherical projection about the internuclear mid¬ 
point of a Is STO placed on nucleus "a": 

with (?) - Vvr Y„. imr' 

Tr 1 + Here oc is determined by a variational H 2 2g calculation 
(see Appendix Il)and is, for the 11-configuration H2 

wavefunction used in all the present calculations, equal 
to 0.58288131. The symbol "rQ" denotes distance from 
nucleus "a". 
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Figure 13. S-wave phase shifts obtained by solving 
equation 60 vs. the parameter X for energy of wavenumber 
k=0.05 (0.034 eV or 274 cm”1). The solid line repre¬ 
sents the Tully and Berry41 phase shift for k=0.05 as 
a possible comparison. 

The crosses represent s-wave phase shifts 
for k=0.1 ( 0.136 eV or 1097 cm”1); for lambda values 
less than -0.1 or greater than 0.2 the phases are too 
close to those of k=0.05 to be clearly distinguishable 
on this scale. 
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Figure 14a. Expanded view of figure 13 for wavenumber 
k=0.05, phase shift vs. X . The wavefunction (from 
solving equation 60) for each phase shift was examined 
for its overlap integral with the s-projection of a 
target Is STO centered on one nucleus (see figure 12). 
These overlap values for some of the wavefunctions which 
correspond to the phase shifts are indicated, e.g. the 
overlap for the wavefunction giving rise to the phase 
shift for X =0.25 is -0.021. 
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Figure 14b. Expanded view of figure 13 for wavenumber 
of k=0.1 (0.136 eV or 1097 cm”'L) . The overlap integrals 
of the scattering wavefunctions with the s-projection 
of the target orbital are indicated as in figure 14a. 
The phase of Tully and Berry for k=0.1 is indicated by 
"T & B". 
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Figure 15a. Expanded segment of figure 14a for wavenum¬ 
ber k=0.05, phase shift vs. X. . Overlap integrals of 
continuum functions and target orbital are indicated as 
in figure 14a. The Tully and Berry phase for this 
energy is also shown. 
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Figure 15b. Expanded segment of figure 14b, phase 
shift vs. ^ . Overlap integrals of continuum functions & 
target orbital are indicated as in figure 14a. The 
Tully and Berry phase for this energy is also shown. 
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Figure 16a. Scattering functions obtained from equa¬ 
tion 60 and orthogonalized to the s projection of a 
Is STO centered on one nucleus (figure 12) for an 
energy of wavenumber k=0.05 (0.034 eV or 274 cm ; . 
This illustration, with figure 16b, shows the effect 
of changing ^ on the nodal structure; increasing 
moves the node_closer to that of r=2.18 aQ for the 
variational Ho” function (figure 11) but also increases 
the overlap or the corresponding nonorthogonalized 
function with the target STO. 

As shown in figure 14a the overlap with the s- 
projection of the target orbital ‘P,*M of the A = 0.035 
wavefunction is 0.04; for the 1 = 0.04 function it is 
0.07. 
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Figure 16b. Supplement to figure 16a — scattering 
wavefunctions for additional values obtained from 
equation 60, and orthogonalized as in figure 16a. Over¬ 
laps with the s-projected target orbital ‘RÎM for wave- 
functions of X - 0.025 and 0.03 are -0.021 and 0.01 
respectively. 

The wavefunction for X = 0.0285 has the smallest 
such overlap obtained now in the present calculations 
(-7.86 x 10“^) and so represents the function yielding 
ttie desired phase (2.983 radians) for this endeavor and 
for this energy (k = 0.05 or 0.034 eV). 

Choice of X is somewhat limited for the production 
of valid wavefunctions without numerical difficulties; 
for example that of X = 0.02 introduces a new node at a 
radius r = 1.85 aQ in addition to the more strongly an¬ 
ticipated one at r = 4.8 aQ. 
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Corollary and deductions 

It may be appropriate to restate at this conclusion the basic 

differences between the present approach and those of others, summar¬ 

ize what has been done, and attempt to glean conclusions from the in¬ 

formation at hand. 

The pseudopotential development presented here is heavily 
6 0 

dependent on the basic formulation of Tully and the extended applica- 
61 

tion of Zarlingo et al. While Tully fully retains particle indistinguish- 

ability effects between the incoming electron and that (or those) of the 

target, we have omitted the exchange in the hopes that the variational 

system wavefunction will account for it. The spatial limitations of the 

variational function are not an anticipated difficulty as exchange is a 

large effect only near the molecule; this follows from the fact that 

exchange will involve the incoming electron being placed in target 

wavefunctions which are vanishingly small at larger distances from 

the target. The restriction of the existence of a bound state was 

removed by Zarlingo et al and pointed the way to our use of an H2 

variational continuum function which was already available. The 

scattering of s-waves was solved for, but an incorrect placement of 

the node of the total wavefunction (with respect to a variationally ob¬ 

tained function which incorporates coupling) prevented the expostula¬ 

tion of a definite method of choosing the parameter /3 , which was 

one goal of the work and deserves further study. An encouraging 
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check of this work, one which produced similar results through an 
69 

alternate approach, was stimulated by the work of Burke and Chandra. 

Burke and Chandra solved for the actual scattering function 

subject to a choice of Lagrange multipliers appearing in their Schro¬ 

dinger equation which will ensure its orthogonality to the target wave- 

function. Their development provides an easier approach and an alter¬ 

nate way of treating the question of exchange and orthogonality, as well 

as avoiding the cumbersome terms which appear in the pseudopotential 

equations due to the inclusion of exchange within the variational H2’ 

function (the effect being omitted in the continuum function expansion). 

Solutions of s-wave scattering revealed that the best results (most 

nearly orthogonal wavefunctions) obtained for small X (about 0.025 

to 0.05). Difficulties in nodal location in the wavefunction are observed 

here as in the pseudopotential endeavors. 

We have investigated two alternate approaches -- one con¬ 

centrating on orthogonality of the scattering function to the target, the 

other emphasizing a small pseudofunction in the inner region. The 

affinities of these two methods -- the mutual omission of d-wave 

coupling; the not dissimilar phase shifts, wavefunctions, and nodes, 

provide a sanguine outlook for extending the investigations. Such a 

study would need to incorporate a thorough investigation of the effects 

of the d-wave part of the continuum function on the scattering process, 

its influence resulting from the size of the interior pseudofunction, and 

its effect on placement of the node. 
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Appendix I - Expostulation of the Hartree coupled equation s 

We seek to explicate the derivation of the full Hartree equa¬ 

tions for scattering with exchange, and the point of initiation is the 

Schrodinger equation 

H Y - ET (i) 

with expansions in terms of continuum antisymmetrized functions 

Fq(3) of scattering electron ”3, ” the scattering spin function /X% , 

and target molecular functions Xq(l,2) ( q being any and all appro¬ 

priate quantum numbers): 

Insertion into (1) and multiplication by <k^(l,2) J yields 

(2) 

Separation of the Hamiltonian into 

H * H (1.2) + T3 <i 2,3) 
target 

dr,<ir% 

(4) 

with projectile kinetic energy operator and projectile interaction 

potential and applying the orthogonality 

<^,(1,2) Ix^d,renders (3) as 

£Tî * (^,2) 1 d,2,3)1 ^ 1 ’ 

vVV1' 2K<(1 v1 ■Fv<s p.»lNXe,> P4X 
If one now separates the Hamiltonian in the rightmost term as in (4), 

performs the interchanges, and examines the results, it will be evident 

that the two integrals resulting from 3 +^23 ^ e(luaU Using 

this, along with (5) and 8 
El - F + k % * (6) 
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(Total energy = target energy + projectile energy) yields 

LTS +* (7) 

+2<X.(1,2)1 V^IÇVV^35*^) 
t u ' ' 1 \ ' 1 dnJit 

The spin integrations of the rightmost term yields a particular spin 

function of the projectile multiplied by a coefficient which de¬ 

pends on the target spin states which have been included. Thus spin 

may be projected out of the equation. 

We now express the continuum function as 

F»<«* ^ 

In conjunction with 

Ts = -ï V* ■ (»-*?) * -if- 111 and 

this changes the coupled equations (7) to 

TT--1--£a +\/ __U LX 1 V = 

H ï S' Yt'm' ^ 

+ 2<iia,2)|T,»vil(i,i.»)-ik{|r..cYijpje)3<ti!aY11,.(^ ^ 
cJiTj clrx 

Projecting out "(Xtm )| and multiplying by -2rg yields 

C^- <X. (?>)1 ^*■ kj] Ut„ (r, ) = (12) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(ID 

-H<V,2>Y^V\4t^ 

A simplification of the exchange term is possible if, for example, we 

choose to impose orthogonality of target and scattering functions: 

% . ** 1 '> 1 % ^ 1 *»' O (13) 
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which means that, since 

T-, = -K Ÿ,x V'XoaÆ-xo 2) and (14) 

V. (J 2 3) * ‘Jr + V <-Jr (15) 

the exchange matrix elements will all be zero but for that of "^3 , 

which case the equations become 
. K M<) .  (16) 

CX‘ - + k*] Of^Cr,) = 

- H- r, < I <1 l -îT, 1 * C?lz (3,2)^ c?,i 
* V" r 1 A»' dnd*t olr, 

If we define an exchange kernel as 
«■ <nt ) (17) 

KY* ^ .o = -^nr, S S S C^X^.ajV Ar,) dr, èrx 0 *V rs 

then the coupled equations may be written as 

C *il~ <Ytlncf>)) VW(F,)| Y,„(f,V^ - —fT*k\] = 

OO 

* S ^ <r. ,r.-> u (/,)di; 
fxV r'r-o ** 

(18) 

in 
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Appendix II - a discussion of hf structure calculations 

The structure calculations used here were performed using 

a modified version of a code written by the Molecular Physics Group at 
72 

the University of Texas. This program generates configuration inter¬ 

action modified valence bond electronic wavefunctions in the context of 

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation^ in which the nuclear and electron 

motion may be separated, each obeying its own Schrôdinger equation. 

’’Configuration interaction” wavefunctions are formed by a sum of N 

configurations: 

T = % 

whose relative mixing is determined by the coefficients Cj . Each 

configuration is a linear combination of Slater determinants 
1 ** 

ïj = vff in D„ (E3 no. of electrons') 
(2) 

with M and ajk determined by the symmetries and parities to be 

incorporated. The quantity 
CYlHm 

(3) r/ <Yum 
E = <^TO 

is minimized in accord with the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle by 

solution of the arising secular equations 
N (4) 

p' cJCHr s'iE^ * 0 P-I.-N 

with H;- = <$J|H I and S^. = <i; \^.> . All of the 

basis functions used in constructing the determinants were Slater-Type 

Orbitals (STO) of the form 

Nr^c-Xcf) (5) 
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with N a normalization factor. We now construct wavefunctions for 

H2 and H2 : 

The one configuration for H2 is 

9^-k L |i*" 1^1 * |l»‘ ÎV| ] t6) 

with lsjj being a Is STO on nucleus b, etc. Two determinants are re¬ 

quired for to be even under nuclear interchange. The coefficient 

which multiplies the configuration (equation 1), obtained by the varia¬ 

tional procedure, is used in the pseudopotential matrix elements where 

it is referred to simply as "c". 

The fully antisymmetrized configuration for Ho is 
_   _ __ (7) 

?H. ix" i*isVlx*isv is4l) ± (ixkis'>i5a|Mx',i5ais
,>I ) ] 

with X* a "continuum” STO centered on nucleus "a" and similarly for 

'X k . The + sign refers to gerade (even) or ungerade (odd) parity 

under reflection through the internuclear midpoint of the ground state. 

The STO basis functions X must span a large region and are 

selected in the present work with /«m-0 and =0.75, each 

configuration being characterized only by a different principle quantum 

number n -- this selection was an outcome of the earlier PBS studies. 

The "valence bond” character is manifested in the absence of terms in 

the Slater determinants consisting of products of orbitals which share 

the same nucleus. 

Note that an equivalent expression for the wavefunction is 

Y (l,2)[i CiftfCJ) ±Xf(3))] (8) 

which is the form used in evaluation of the pseudopotential matrix 
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elements (the extra factor of ^ included in )• No excited 

states of H2 are allowed for, hence this procedure may be thought of 

as building ’’continuum” orbitals onto a ’’frozen” core. 

Figure 11 and the text discussing it refer to a radial 

scattering function obtained directly from the 11-configuration H2 

variational calculation. This function is constructed by forming a 

three-dimensional scattering part of the H2 wavefunction as in equa¬ 

tion 34 (here repeated): 

Gcn)= £ zfcro) . (34) 

The s-projection of Gfrg) is then taken as in equation 1 (where G(r3) 

is referred to as 'Y (r )) and orthogonalized to a core orbital to obtain 

the function shown in figure 11. 
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